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This paper analyses the concept of ethnographic film from the position of two institutions from 
the beginning of the 20th century: Ethnological Seminar at the Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences of the University of Zagreb and the School of Public Health. This analysis explains 
the importance of ethnographic qualities of films made by these two different institutions that 
(in)directly represent the culture of the village. Diverse film production, very often uncritically 
brought under the common denominator of ethnographic film, will be reassessed by analysing 
the content of the film and discussing additional rewritings of their meaning and reception in 
the social and political context of the time.
Keywords: Milovan Gavazzi, Andrija Štampar, School of Public Health, ethnographic film, 
social medicine, health education 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of ethnographic film and visual anthropology 
has greatly depended on rapid technological progress and achievements 
that directly influenced the changes of the paradigms of visual and 
anthropological theories in light of the new possibilities of using film 
equipment on the field. The initial role of ethnographic film as the technique 
of recording and freezing the reality was related to the process of documenting 
the other, unusual and disappearing (saving ethnography), which was most 
often presented as a complement or an additional illustration of written 
ethnographies, university education, museum exhibits or an objective and 
true testimony of fieldwork. In such first visual recordings the voice of 
an observed subject was completely ignored and the authors of films had 
absolute control over what (and how) they record and present the subject 
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matter (cf. Urem 2015:25). With time, changes have occurred in using 
the camera on the field, the way of recording and the recorded material 
itself, which took on the form of an independent film work that conveys a 
specific idea, attitude or a commentary of the author. In accordance with 
the abovementioned, as well as with the changes of the tradition within 
the anthropology, the role of the studied subjects in front of the camera is 
changing. 
“The complexity of the phrase ‘ethnographic film’ is thus the result 
of an interdisciplinary approach, a shift within the master discipline, 
changes in the way of recording and using the visual material and 
unbalanced definitions.” (Urem 2015:26) 
David MacDougall does not consider ethnographic film the same 
as film ethnography (1981:6), but believes that ethnographic film is the 
one made to describe culture (ibid.) and defines it as a cultural category, 
wider than the films made within or for the discipline of anthropology 
(cf. MacDougall 1998:97–98). Anthropologist of visual communication, 
Jay Ruby, has an opposite attitude and four criteria. He also claims that 
ethnographic film has to be based on anthropological foundations – 
theory and method (Ruby 1975:105) and that it can be made only by an 
anthropologist/ethnologist (cf. Ruby 1975; Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:3–
4). Karl Heider (1976) approaches ethnographic film and its characteristics 
in a way quite similar to Ruby’s, suggesting that the best ethnographic films 
reveal “whole bodies, whole nations, in whole activities” by providing a 
cultural and physical context. Heider tried to solve the problem of defining 
ethnographic film by “ethnographic qualities” (cf. Heider 2006:2), thus 
grading the success of film transfer by ethnographic understanding of the 
people and the presented activities (cf. 1976:97–117 as cited in Banks 
2001:141). Definition(s) of ethnographic film, professional directors who 
are not anthropologists, the relation between visual anthropology and its 
head discipline, balancing ethnographic films between science and art – 
these are all the questions that have been discussed since the beginning of 
the discipline. The debate regarding the definition of ethnographic films 
is one of the most intense discussions in visual anthropology, including 
the issues related with representation, authority, participation, construct, 
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authenticity, value, etc., which have been raised by many anthropologists 
like James Clifford (cf. 1988 as cited in Picton 2011:422). Ethnographic film 
is most recognizable as a subcategory of the tradition of film documentaries 
with which it shares many similarities, while the attribute “ethnographic” 
has been assigned considering the production, intention or method and not 
only the content of the film (cf. Ruby 2000 as cited in Durington i Ruby 
2011:192). Years of debating while searching for an appropriate definition 
of the ethnographic film have not resulted in an unambiguous definition 
that can be used by all authors or selectors of festivals. It is precisely this 
inability to offer a strict and precise definition, however, which allowed a 
quick and dynamic development of the subdiscipline, as well as its presence 
and popularity outside the strict academic and scientific circles (cf. Urem 
2015:62). Visual anthropology aims to teach anthropologists to observe film 
as a cultural representation, instead of approaching it solely as a document 
– a scientifically reliable source of ethnographic data that excludes the role 
and the influence of the author (cf. Puljar D’Alessio 2002:40). 
It is not possible to question the phrase ethnographic film on the 
example of the films made by the School of Public Health1 without having 
insight into the complexity of social, cultural, political, institutional and 
ideological framework that allowed for visual recording to be labelled as 
ethnographic. The paradox of this otherwise common research approach 
can be seen in the fact that films like the ones of SPH were not originally 
considered to be ethnographic films. Moreover, at almost the same time 
they were made there were also film recordings made during the field 
research of Milovan Gavazzi2 directed by the then founded Department 
of Ethnology3. To a careless observer film records that Gavazzi labels as 
ethnological film might seem quite similar to the films made by SPH; in 
1  Hereinafter: SPH or the School
2  Milovan Gavazzi started filming by camera in 1930, fascinated by the new medium that 
could have recorded phenomena visually and in movement (cf. Križnar 1992:187).
3  In 1927 Milovan Gavazzi left his job at a museum and started working as a professor 
at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University in Zagreb at the 
Department of Ethnology, Seminar of Ethnology – today the Department of Ethnology and 
Cultural Anthropology (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:27).
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the selection of scenes, message and the content. The activities of different 
institutions that made and used films which consequently gained various 
descriptions in the 1920s, including the mentioned label ethnographic 
film, will be presented in this article. The comparison and analysis 
of the production of visual presentations of the two institutions, the 
Seminar of Ethnology at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
of the University in Zagreb and the School of Public Health, and the 
purpose of using the camera by their most prominent representatives 
who adhered to different principles of the discipline (Milovan Gavazzi 
and Andrija Štampar) aims to point to the relations between the two 
institutions which produced visual records almost at the same time and 
at the time when hardly anyone had a camera. I will also try to present 
the origin of the phrase ethnographic film in the films made by SPH, their 
historical and social anatomy and institutional specifics. These films, 
whose ethnologically relevant content evokes their subsequent genre 
determination and labelling with the phrase ethnographic film, are studied 
as documents of culture and time, which transcend their original purpose 
by becoming the reflection of more recent times. 
ETNOGRAPHIC FILM ACCORDING TO MILOVAN GAVAZZI
Ethnologist Milovan Gavazzi had a leading role in the Croatian 
cinematography, more specifically in the beginnings of experimenting 
with ethnographic film. Since he did not have enough film equipment at 
his disposal, his attempts to record cultural specifics were determined by 
the selection of the events he planned to record before the act of recording 
itself. Film activity of Milovan Gavazzi started in the 1930s, when, as an 
ethnologist, he used an amateur silent camera to research the culture of 
his country in accordance with his scientific interests and attitudes (cf. 
Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:34). He recorded everything which sparked 
his interest, or everything he regarded as a divergence from the typical 
urban daily life. He left the parts he considered to be normal, clear and 
ethnologically irrelevant as empty blanks. Gavazzi’s “theoretical postulate 
– everything that is different within the rural culture is probably old as well 
– follows the construct of peasantry as a fixed category which preserves 
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old tradition” (HR-HDA-1029 [4]). In the time when traditional culture 
of the village underwent significant changes, Gavazzi’s camera recorded 
certain segments of traditional culture of Croatia that was disappearing or 
was about to disappear from the life and practice of everyday life. Focused 
solely on the physical manifestation of the topic he was recording, he 
studied segments of culture isolated from the synchronous social structure 
that he, in accordance with the cultural and historical paradigm, compared 
with similar examples from the South Slavic and Eurasian areas in order to 
reach the oldest layers of culture and determine their origin. Gavazzi makes 
films, or film records, in accordance with the beliefs of Seljačka sloga (cf. 
Pletenac 1996) and tries to save the vanishing culture using the camera 
before it disappears. 
Traditional culture4 was a political leitmotif in the period when 
national countries of European nations were trying to be formed or were 
dreamed of since it is precisely traditional culture that differentiates us 
from the others and within which we can find essential national symbols. 
Traditional culture is, however, a construct because it always includes 
selected and idealised elements of culture that are changing and adjusting 
to new circumstances, which results in a new tradition being created and 
constructed, the one which is evoking its historical authenticity without 
4  Although the problem of the phrase “traditional culture” within the anthropological 
discourse has been tackled with, relativized and deconstructed, it is addressed in this paper 
as the term of rural culture that signifies the transfer of elements from one culture to another 
as indicators of a form of representation. “Traditional culture” evokes the culture that is 
connected with pre-modern and preindustrial societies, which determines it as original and 
traditional. It uses its representative forms and elements as carriers of national identity. The 
activities of Seljačka sloga in rural areas in the period between the wars included cultural 
activities which were based on the existing traditional culture and had a strong political 
function. The essence of the political function was the result of understanding “cultural 
programme only within the conservative concept of rural culture and fairly explicit 
national exclusiveness” that can be seen in the research of the beginnings of folk culture, 
when “borrowings” were uncompromisingly rejected and the “originality of culture was 
insisted on, developed in faraway villages, inaccessible to ‘foreign’ civilization – keepers 
of the ‘national’ culture being” (cf. Rihtman-Auguštin 1979:11–12). 
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having a visible distance from “the original tradition”. Despite this 
fact, traditional culture is “always presented as absolute and authentic, 
a significant truth about the past” (Lass 1988:457, as cited in Rihtman-
Auguštin 1992:26), although we are dealing with the secondary and 
mediated existence of its elements which have gained a new role (cf. 
Rihtman-Auguštin 1978:21). It was more than a reason enough to protect 
it before it completely disappears or is transformed into new forms (cf. 
Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:31–32). The selection of scenes shows the 
constructiveness of Gavazzi’s film records, regardless of the fact that in 
the large part of his oeuvre he strictly complied with the regulations of 
the Institute for scientific film (Institut für wissenschaftlichen Film, IWF, 
Göttingen) and insisted on the scientific quality of the film document5. 
Films which were agreed to be made with the staff of the abovementioned 
Institute had to be “transparently scientific”, “an absolute document, not 
propaganda or something similar” (Križnar 1992:190). 
Gavazzi’s enthusiasm with the new media that can visually record 
phenomena6 and thus complete what was written or photographed, as well 
as with its accessibility, can especially be emphasized in his method of 
work and in the context of the new film media. Motifs of Gavazzi’s work 
with the camera or the act of saving the culture which is disappearing by 
recording it inevitably shaped the documentary style of his recording. 
Vjekoslav Majcen also says that Gavazzi evidently makes film recordings, 
5  German anthropologists emphasized the scientific dimension of making films and set the 
standards of scientific purity in a film. In 1959 they issued the Rules for Film Documentation 
in Ethnology and Folklore. They put the emphasis on the anthropological component in the 
film, recording authentic events without the use of dramatic angles of recording and camera 
movements and avoided editing or used it to achieve representativeness of the material (cf. 
El Guindi 1998:465). 
6  Gavazzi had a small amateur silent camera, Agfa movex camera, so he could not 
have recorded sound, i.e. if he recorded sound by some other means, he was not able 
to synchronise it with the belonging image. It resulted in mute film recordings. Only 12 
meters of film tape fit into the cassette so he often had to stop the recording and change the 
tape; thus, he could not have recorded events and activities in real continuity. (cf. Križnar 
1992:187).
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by comparing his works with those of Flaherty7 from the 1930s, as well as 
those of Jean Rouch8 from the 1950s, who were Gavazzi’s role models: 
“Gavazzi did not want to realise similar complex film projects. His 
interest in film was strictly limited to the exact (or scientific for the 
period in question since it had to be scientific to be exact, author’s 
comment) visual recording of a specific phenomenon.” (Majcen 
1998b:166)
Gavazzi himself stated the original intention of documenting: “So 
the idea occurred to us to document at least that which is in movement” 
(Križnar 1992:187). Later, in the 1960s, Gavazzi suggested the division 
of ethnographic film works into types, among which he mentioned 
7  Robert Joseph Flaherty was born in 1884 in Iron Mountain (Michigan, USA). In 1910 he 
went to the Hudson Bay region to conduct research for a mining company. Then followed 
three expeditions during which Flaherty started recording the Inuit community that lived 
in the area. He lost the recorded material by accident and left for the fourth expedition 
in 1921 to record the film material again. Although Flaherty was first a researcher and a 
mineralogist, his film Nanook of the North was released in 1922 and achieved international 
success in movie theatres. With the abovementioned film he affirmed his position in 
the film industry and his name soon after began to be mentioned among the pioneers of 
documentary film (cf. Engelbrecht 2007:467–468). Flaherty can also be called the first 
cinema worker who used the participant-observation mode of documentary film (cf. 
Nichols 2001:168–177), which can be seen in the Nanook of the North that “shows daily 
activities of the Canadian Inuit community by creating an exotic, yet an acceptable image 
of the Other” (Borjan 2013a:83).
8  Jean Rouch was born in Paris in 1917. He worked as a civil engineer in Nigeria where he 
first went in 1941. With time, he developed interest for the rituals of the local population 
(trance, obsession rituals, traditional ceremonies and daily life) and he conducted field 
research that resulted in ethnographic essays and films. Before he made his first films, 
Rouch graduated from the Faculty of Anthropology in France. He is important for the 
history of ethnographic film because of his experimenting with the film language and 
playing with the conventions of fictional and non-fictional film (ethno-fiction), but also as 
an author who started with the collaborative approach, reflexive film and the truth cinema 
(cinema vérité – combined ideas of Soviet director Dziga Vertov and Robert Flaherty). Due 
to his avant-garde innovations in his films and replacement of an “objective distanced view 
by a multifunctional construction of reality”, Rouch’s films were not widely accepted by 
anthropologists (cf. Borjan 2013a:101–123; Durington and Ruby 2011:198; Engelbrecht 
2007:477–478).
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cinematographic-ethnographic-folklore beležkas he was making himself 
(Gavazzi 1987:112). In the context of his scientific work he only gave an 
ancillary role to the film as 
“a tool which was first intended for the students of ethnology 
and experts who study traditions [...] so that they can actually see 
phenomena in movement [...] which would not be possible if other 
instruments were used.” (Križnar 1992:189)
In his written records about the film, which are rather scarce, Gavazzi 
wrote that it was about 
“a new form that resulted from the need to use a short form to define 
a film genre which ‘emerged’ from a long period of searching for 
its own designation and place, especially within documentary or 
educational film.” (Gavazzi 1964:57) 
Gavazzi places the beginnings of ethnographic film far back into the 
past, in the time when educational films about foreign countries and their 
native populations were made (cf. ibid). Such films had the status of film 
records that, just like the text, were as significant as textual records. 
Despite his modest written contribution and insisting on making 
scientific films, Gavazzi was aware of the problem of placing an 
ethnographic film within a scientific discourse or (un)acceptance of its 
scientific relevance and value. The consequence of such an approach to the 
film is demonstrated especially by the inequality between ethnographic film 
and written ethnography. Gavazzi is also aware of the problem of defining 
the ethnographic film as a document, relevant and applicable in scientific 
documents because: 
“It is well known that ethnographic film – professionally made, 
accurate and technically flawless – is a ‘scientific document’. Film 
records, made around fifty years ago, are dug up from the bottom of 
the archive because they often preserve the live image of something 
that cannot even be traced anymore. The best film material is taken 
from these films and with such old material new films are made, 
sometimes of first-rate importance, for scientific purposes.” (Gavazzi 
1964:58) 
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Gavazzi also correlates a film document with the realistic specific 
flow and duration of an event of ethnographic significance 
“because ethnographic film inevitably shortens the real event, which 
imposes the selection of ethnologically most significant segments 
from the longer entity of the recorded activities (which provokes 
the question of the most ‘significant’!...), it is ‘snatched’ – as a 
photography – from a much wider cultural context that includes it, 
etc.” (ibid. 59)
In the abovementioned sentences Gavazzi explained the way old 
ethnographic recordings were used, for which he continued to claim that 
they presented and preserved “the live image of something that cannot even 
be traced anymore”, pointing to the primary function of the ethnographic 
film as a visual testimony that preserves or generates permanent images 
(cf. ibid. 58). This approach is criticized today since it is apparent that 
such a recording is not free of the affinities of its author (their interests and 
intentions) and the circumstances under which it was created. The recording 
preserves one image, one author and one moment so today, when we see it, 
we see and observe something different from the audience that observed it 
at the time when it was made. Gavazzi classifies film (and isolates it) as “a 
strictly scientific document” and as an “ordinary ‘document of culture’”, 
and especially emphasizes the characteristics that reflect “the facts and 
authenticity in the best possible sense” (cf. ibid. 59–60). He also knew 
the methodology of Flaherty’s work to which he refers to in the context 
of the growing popularity of his films as first-rate documents; he claimed 
that the production of such documents could have been done only with the 
necessary spontaneity during the recording and the minimum of directing 
(cf. ibid. 60). Gavazzi also commented on the value of film in education, 
especially as a tool in ethnological and cultural and anthropological classes 
claiming that the film was: 
“the most perfect tool that supplemented activities and facts 
from the reality, a powerful tool for everyone due to its natural 
attractiveness, which can be used reasonably and moderately in 
general education. Moreover, its role as a social and pedagogical 
tool is especially emphasized, and is always, to a larger or 
lesser extent, directed to increase the inclination towards and 
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understanding of the foreign nations, their culture and way of 
life and their faraway troubles and joys that are very distant to 
sympathise with.” (ibid. 61–62) 
Gavazzi differentiates between ethnographic and ethnological 
film. He defines ethnographic film, which is only factual, as a film with 
descriptive characteristics that accurately collects and documents facts as 
they are (cf. ibid. 62–63). It is a film made by a research ethnographer, well 
educated – in ethnology and ethnography, as well as in photography and 
film (cf. ibid. 62). Ethnological film, on the other hand, Gavazzi defines 
as a scientific and planned film that provides the observer with specific, 
already acquired ethnological knowledge or a problem in the form of a 
film to be further examined (cf. ibid. 62–63). Still, the emphasis is put 
on the ethnographic film which is presented as the result or the product 
of a research ethnographer. These products are the results of inevitable 
research and saving ethnography, what Gavazzi’s film records mostly are. 
When we have a visual material we call a film record, we never know the 
context of the recording. In the context of recording a document we thus 
always talk about the document of the given moment. Gavazzi shared 
opinions and undertook activities similar to that of world-famous authors 
and visual anthropologists, but the belief in the significance of comparison 
he attached to films, like his fellow anthropologist Margaret Mead, is 
mentioned most often (cf. ibid.). It is apparent that Gavazzi was aware 
of the film as a construct, but he reluctantly relinquished the terms like 
authenticity and originality. Gavazzi claimed that ethnographic film could 
be a kind of an irrefutable scientific arbitrator in case of an ethnological 
problem or ethnological interpretation (cf. ibid. 58). He believed that 
these films (or true and authentic film records) would serve to correct 
previously incomplete or wrong ideas, formed on the basis of superficial 
or quick observations of a process of production, customs or rituals. He 
especially emphasizes the use of film records in special occasions, like 
better perception and analysis of often fast movements in dancing, work 
movements, etc., which can be achieved by slowing down or pausing 
specific records in order to study them, etc. These claims clearly show 
the attitude adopted by Gavazzi – observation and analysis of films as 
irrefutable evidences, belief that what we can see and what we can see 
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more than once, pause and analyse – a sufficient and clear warranty of 
truthfulness. 
For Gavazzi ethnological film can be a document of something that 
took place (when he talks about reconstruction) or is still taking place (or 
has not been reconstructed so it can be used for ethnological research) but 
he emphasized a comparative ethnological film as a better ethnological 
instrument (comparison of clips from some films within a film) (cf. 
Križnar 1992:194). He also believed in the importance of the director 
being an educated ethnologist in order to reduce possible mistakes during 
the recording to a minimum since the “danger of making a mistake is far 
less possible if an ethnologist, especially an experienced ethnologist and 
an experienced film director, makes the recording himself” (ibid. 195). 
Gavazzi defines ethnographic film as a new reference9 that resulted from 
the need to define a new film genre which had been developed during a 
long period of time and required a special name and place, especially within 
the frame of a documentary, professional or a scientific film. He places 
the beginnings of ethnographic film far back in the past of film records, to 
the time when educational films about foreign countries and their native 
population were made. Next to such unsystematic and mostly fragmentary 
films with ethnographic content, there were also efforts to record numerous 
activities from the life and culture of so called primitive and half-civilized 
nations, along with the films as scientific documents. Gavazzi calls such a 
recording method as: “ethnographic, in the strict sense of the word, with 
planned units that have the significance of a scientific document” (Gavazzi 
1964:57). Gavazzi emphasized the value of films as units, thus disagreeing 
with the strict rules of the Institute for Scientific Film in Göttingen and their 
archive Encyclopaedia Cinematographica10 that only took specific scenes 
and individual units, regardless of the long duration of specific customs 
as a whole – thus focusing on encyclopaedic units and not on films (cf. 
9  New at the time when Gavazzi’s text was written; in 1964.
10  The cooperation of IWF and Milovan Gavazzi manifested in the obtained material for 
recording that Gavazzi had often lacked. It can be assumed that Gavazzi followed the 
rules of IWF in many of his film records so that they would be included in their archive as 
scientifically significant. 
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Križnar 1992:195). This information is very interesting because Gavazzi 
cooperated with the Institute and adjusted to their strict criteria which were 
guaranteeing that the film was scientific, or the sequence of the record he 
had aspired to. His actions gave the impression that he was completely 
supporting such method of filmmaking since he made a great deal of 
ethnographic records. According to his criteria, almost all films were to be 
seen as ethnographic documents, most of which could have been used and 
which were to be used for research and presentations to students, etc. (cf. 
ibid. 196). 
We can say that Milovan Gavazzi, author of many ethnographic film 
records, was the first Croatian visual anthropologist who examined the 
concept of ethnographic film or visual anthropology only at the end of his 
career, discussing precisely ethnographic and film topics, his fascination 
with the film Nanook of the North (1922) and the admiration he expressed 
for Jean Rouch and his works (cf. Križnar 1992 as cited in Borjan 2013:13).
According to the reports from the field, which are kept in the 
Croatian State Archives in Zagreb11, Gavazzi made preparations before the 
actual process of recording in order to reduce unexpected difficulties to a 
minimum. He would call such recordings a film document, more valuable 
if there had been changes in the then current circumstances. The example 
of pottery in Veli Iž helped Gavazzi to illustrate that it was an “urgent task 
to save this symbol of our folk handicraft for eternity as a film document”. 
This example clearly shows that the act of recording is never a completely 
pure document free of the influence of the author. It would probably be 
more appropriate to talk about the image, and not the document that does 
not necessarily save a specific custom, but puts its captured image in the 
given frame of the film tape or photograph, thus protecting it from the 
ravages of time – the recorded custom will not change, whereas the custom 
that lives surely and inevitably does change. The document itself is not a 
specific custom, but it represents a number of (visual) information about 
the custom the way the author (of the film) sees it. Films that are part of the 
11  Report on the making of ethnographic films, no.10/1964, Zagreb, 1 October 1964 (HR-
HDA-1029 [1]).
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film library of the Department of Ethnology were made for scientific and 
educational purposes. This purpose was probably one of the reasons why 
Gavazzi followed the instructions of objective and scientific production of 
films as much as possible, with minimum intervention of the author. Such 
method of recording adhered to theoretical paradigms of the time, as well 
as the instructions of IWF that Gavazzi cooperated with. 
When we discuss the context of the appearance and development 
of ethnographic film and visual anthropology, films or film records which 
gained the prefix ethnographic were not made any later if compared with 
other similar events in the world. As it was already mentioned, not long 
after Flaherty’s Nanook of the North Croatia got its first ethnographic films 
(in the wider sense of the word), like film (film record) Seljačka svadba u 
Hrvatskoj12 (February, 1922) from the series that has never been completed 
Narodni život i običaji13 (cf. Majcen 1995/1996:123; Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 
2009:23–24). If we analyse the style of making Seljački svatovi iz Sunje14 
(Seljačka svadba u Hrvatskoj is the other name of the same film record), 
we cannot speak about the film, but the film record that looks like a genuine 
document, on which Gavazzi insisted while making his (film) records. 
By focusing on the culture that is disappearing, he made film records – 
documents from the tradition of the villages of Croatia and Bosnia; pottery 
technique from Potravlje (near Sinj) and from the island of Iž; fishing by 
using fishing net migavica from the island of Pašman, nitting jalba; and 
the funeral on sleighs in Trg near Ozalj (cf. Ghottardi-Pavlovsky 2009:32).
Film historian Vjekoslav Majcen writes that the recording style is 
determined by continuous recordings of long sequences, with the camera 
fixed in the frame (with the exception of short panoramas) or without the 
change in the distance of the camera, with pauses made only because the 
film cassette needs to be changed. The scenes repeated in reality are repeated 
in the film record as well, which makes the film closer to the real duration 
of the observed event. The film plan most often used in the recording style 
12  Village wedding in Croatia, TN
13  Folk life and customs, TN
14  Village wedding in Sunja, TN
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is the medium shot, which includes the complete human figure with the 
immediate surroundings of the recorded action, as well as the close-up (cf. 
1998b:165). While recording Gavazzi was very mobile with a small camera 
(Gavazzi in Križnar 1992:188), but he probably considered such frames 
more ethnographic, i.e. more appropriate for the purpose they served (cf. 
Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:33). Gavazzi thus made recordings which are 
better not to be called films, especially if we believe in the definition given 
by Aleksej Gotthardi-Pavlovsky (ibid. 9–10), according to which a visual 
work can be called film if it expresses the author’s attitude by using film 
instruments (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2002/2003).15 Most often Gavazzi 
recorded by himself, without a (professional) film team so there is the 
question whether his independent work was a matter of choice, necessity or, 
most likely, both. We can assume that he insisted on the scientific quality of 
the film record and thus avoided to have many people on the location of the 
recording so that the originality of the e.g. custom he was recording would 
not have been compromised.
FILM ACTIVITY OF THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH IN 
THE FIRST HALF OF THE 20TH CENTURY 
In the almost exact time period, doctors and their colleagues from the 
Zagreb School of Public Health used their own approach to (ethnographic) 
film. Their ethno-film view of their own rural Other was even more superior 
than that of the ethnologists. It was the view of health professionals who 
were shocked with the existing hygienic, social and economic and medical 
conditions in which lived the poor rural population. Tanja Bukovčan helps 
us understand the importance of such a view in her comment stating that 
15  Accoding to Etami Borjan (2013:22) the followers of conservative visual anthropology 
can question the classification of works made by non-anthropologists, which, according to 
the author, in the widest possible sense can be classified as a subcategory of ethnographic 
film. The growing use of digital media has changed the concept of the ethnographic film 
which is not only connected with academic circles nowadays. Thus, its ultimate goal, the 
intention, target audience, distribution and production have changed. 
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“the colonial character of their view was scientific and professional, based 
in the politics and power of the medicine system” (cf. Borjan 2013:14).
In the first half of the 20th century in Croatia, parallel with Gavazzi’s 
first film records and the development of the film method of expression and 
the film industry, consciousness was raised about the effectiveness of using 
film for the purposes of education and enlightenment, primarily inspired by 
the motives of promoting health and education (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 
2009:25). Unlike the ethnological films Gavazzi made for professional 
audience and from the position of an ethnologist who established his 
authority as a university professor, scientific and enlightenment character 
of the movies of SPH is built on the authority of Andrija Štampar and his 
idea of social medicine. Štampar’s fascination with the film as a medium 
that can be used for the purposes of health enlightenment starts at about the 
same time when Gavazzi and Flaherty started with their work. Film activity 
of SPH was part of public social, educational and cultural activities of the 
institution, which were done in the specific conditions of the period between 
the two wars – the films can be observed within the context of all social 
activities and their manifestations in the Croatian culture of the period. The 
development of social medicine after the World War I, which was primarily 
directed to the people of rural and poor areas and encouraged by the League 
of Nation’s Health Organization, favoured the development of educational 
films (cf. Majcen 1998:159–179). Department of film and photography of 
the SPH had a leading role in the production of educational films in the area 
of contemporary Croatia. We can draw a parallel with the observations of 
Anna Grimshaw (2001), who claims that it is not possible to understand 
the characteristics that define the principles of scientific ethnography and 
documentary cinematography outside the authentic historical context. She 
writes about the encouraging enlightenment vision of the world which 
promotes the goal, integration, rationalism and knowledge on the example 
of the works of A. R. Radcliffe-Brown and John Grierson from the period 
between the two wars (cf. 2001:58). These are the characteristics which 
determine the time of exceptional changes and innovations, noticeable in 
the times when cinematography and modern anthropology were emerging. 
Film projections were used to effectively promote and encourage hygiene 
and health education with the purpose of preventing and eradicating 
specific diseases (tuberculosis, malaria, dysentery) and disorders that had 
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a negative impact on health (alcoholism, irresponsible sexual behaviour, 
etc.) (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:26). The School of Public Health 
organised lectures which were most often accompanied by the screenings 
of educational films. In the period between the two wars epidemic diseases 
spread extremely fast so urgent and efficient measures were necessary, most 
effective of which was the new medium. The film (image in movement) left 
the audience, which was not informed about the scientific achievements 
of the time, with an overwhelming impression. Education via the medium 
of film was the world trend, and Andrija Štampar himself encouraged 
this method of education, which he mentioned in his writings (cf. Majcen 
1998a:151). 
The basic purpose of the valuable production of educational, 
documentary and animated films of the School of Public Health (1927–
1960)16 was to enlighten the population about health issues. At the same 
time, the production also contributed to the creation of the school of Croatian 
documentary and animated film. The tradition of making educational films 
was continued after the year 1945 and the production continued until 1985. 
At the very beginning of the activities of the School there were adaptations 
of health documentary foreign films and independent works of the School’s 
employees (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:32). The first phase of the activities of 
photographic and film laboratory of the School was assessed as the phase 
of experimenting – a right film expression was trying to be found – the 
one that would serve the purpose of hygiene propaganda and captivate 
the audience. Considering the lack of records about the reactions of the 
audience to the presented films, Željko Dugac’s account, given in his book, 
is extremely valuable. His account says that the screening of the films in 
the village was accompanied by many problems. People would constantly 
interrupt the screenings with their remarks and comments and let trivialities 
divert their attention, like mocking the way an actor held a hoe or dug, and 
so miss the main message. Such a film was not authentic for them because 
it falsely presented their daily life (cf. Branko Cvjetanović – report by 
16  In the period from 1927 to 1960 the total of 165 films were made and from 1927 to 1939 
the School made 66 films, most often classified as educational and cultural films about 
medical, hygiene and other problems or health and educational films (cf. Dugac 2005:155).
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phone in Dugac 2010:128). Urban manners of theatre actors (present in 
the first stage) often provoked laughter so in the following fifteen-year 
long phase of documentary film a new trend was set with peasants as 
actors and the completely new film crew, which resulted in the greatest 
number of scientific and educational films used for the fight against social 
diseases (cf. ibid. 34). The screenings followed by short lectures were well 
attended by the local people (cf. Cvetnić 2009:73). This growing interest 
was probably the result of the fact that the film was a new medium – images 
in movement that the viewers observed with interest and excitement. The 
projector used for film screening was operated by a film operator manually 
and the films were projected on the stretched canvas on the wall of the hall 
in Mraclin. In his book Mraclin: kak je negda bilo. Mjestopisne i povijesne 
crtice17 (2009) Cvetnić mentioned some anecdotes from the screening as 
well, saying how the comments of specific scenes were interesting and 
funny, especially made by the viewers who were late and loudly read the 
titles or the accompanying text (cf. ibid. 74). In the second period (from 
1930 to 1939), the School was separated from the Hygiene Institute in 
Zagreb and remained “subordinate to the Ministry of Social Policy and 
National Health” (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:42). During this period the work 
in the school took place in rather different circumstances and crisis of 
economy, and in the difficult political atmosphere as the consequence of 
the assassination of Stjepan Radić and members of the Croatian Peasant 
Party18 in the Belgrade Parliament in 1929, transformation of the HSS 
into a movement, the constant tension with Belgrade and, finally, the 
assassination of King Alexander in 1934 (cf. ibid. 43). 
17  Mraclin: the way it used to be. History and life of the place, TN
18  Hereinafter: HSS, TN
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SOCIAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION OF THE SCHOOL OF 
PUBLIC HEALTH AND POPULARISATION OF SCIENCE IN 
THE CONTEXT OF THE PERIOD BETWEEN THE TWO WARS 
It is partly possible to evoke the beginnings of the time when film 
production started if the wider context is understood. The time period I 
refer to in this article overlaps with modernism19 in a wider sense and 
relates to the last big period in the social, political and cultural history 
of the West, which began at the end of the 18th century and lasted until 
the onset of postmodernism in the other half of the 20th century20. It 
is the period characterised by the dismissal or innovation of tradition 
in accordance with the specific circumstances of the development of 
modern industrial societies. One of the definitions that reflects the efforts 
of modernism relates to the social and progressive trend of thinking that 
reinforces and reassures the power of creation, improvement, shaping of 
the human environment by the human beings themselves, with the help 
of practical experiments, scientific knowledge or technology. Therefore, 
regardless of the misfortunes of the abovementioned period of the 
world history, daily life continued with its course, adjusting to the new 
circumstances and shaping them. As in all other European countries, the 
art deco style was widespread and included a large period of time called 
jazz age, roaring twenties and swinging twenties in accordance with 
the activities that were widespread around the world and were popular 
in Zagreb as well: jazz bands producing the new sound, new dances, 
19  In the context of this paper the term modernism is used as a reference to the time, 
period or its specific qualities (cf. Milenković 2007:5). The definition of modernism as 
the result of social differentiation and specialisation in modernity is widely accepted and 
is most often related to capitalist modernization in the West, after the 19th century (cf. 
Habermas 1981:7 as cited in Milenković 2007:16). In sociologic imagination modernity is 
characterised by the breaks of feudal and religion orders in European societies, the process 
of rationalisation, social and economic differentiation, urbanisation and industrialisation. 
In this context the dominant theoretical project is the one recognised as enlightenment and 
represented as “universal rationality in the form of positivist social learning” where social 
life and the life of an individual is shaped by objective laws believed to exist in the world 
of the nature (cf. Coombe 1991:189 as cited in Milenković 2007:16).
20  http://www.enciklopedija.hr/Natuknica.aspx?ID=41465, accessed March 12, 2014
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Charleston, fascination with dance music played on the gramophone, 
beauty pageants during the summer, the world of the night clubs, cabarets, 
fashion shows and stars, as well as new technological achievements, 
the plane and zeppelins, large ships and travels across the ocean21. The 
differences in the daily life on the relation village – town were huge, 
although it was going on only about 10 kilometres apart. While the 
citizens of Zagreb enjoyed the benefits of the progress of civilization, 
only a couple of kilometres away, the people who lived in the rural areas 
lived in extremely bad and unhygienic conditions, in poverty, following 
the traditions and habits from some other and past times, if observed from 
the perspective of the town. Building up the traffic and communication 
network by constructing roads and, especially, railways, enabled a better 
connection of the village and the town. Good connections between the 
village and the town decreased the isolation, which surely resulted in a 
greater openness to the new ideas that were coming from the town, as 
well as the reorganization of the rhythm of life. 
At the same time, the 1920s and 1930s were hit by the big crisis which 
occurred as the result of the atrocities of the war, economic difficulties 
and poverty, ideological and political turmoil, insecurities and new 
militarisation. The chaos and insecurity of the period between the wars has 
greatly affected the appearance of many innovations and the development 
of new technologies and changes in the social order. After the abolition of 
the Habsburg Monarchy, Croatia entered the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes, later known as the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. The dramatic events 
of the time left trace on the lives of the people and the development and 
organization of the new form of health protection (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:5). 
This was the period we identify as the beginning of health education, when 
the School of Public Health in Zagreb under the management of Andrija 
Štampar played a crucial role (together with other similar institutions in 
the wider area of the Kingdom of SHS) (cf. Dugac 2010:2). Štampar’s 
ideological principles were based on the ideas of social medicine presented 
in the ten items of a kind of a manifesto, so called our ideology, which were 
21  http://fuliranje.com/zanimljivo/, accessed March 12, 2014
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published in his book Pet godina socijalno-medicinskog rada u Kraljevini 
SHS22(cf. Dugac 2005a:24–25).
In the complex process of modernization which was accelerated by 
the world war, the then existing order of values was lost, traditional culture 
went through strong transformation and the crisis of the identity was 
deepened. The crisis was worst in the village which included the biggest 
part of the Croatian population and where modernization with a number of 
accompanying innovations was often met with great suspicion and rejection. 
In the economic plan the process of modernization was considered to be 
responsible for the impoverishment of the village (cf. Sremec i Nikolić 
1941:103–104). The movement of Radić brothers tried to rebuild the 
shattered identity and overcome the crisis. Their pragmatic approach, based 
on the reconciliation of the social opposites of classes, aimed to return the 
shaken self-esteem to the rural population and make them an active social, 
political and an economic subject23 (cf. Leček 1995:117–118). At the end 
of the 1930s Štampar himself developed cooperation with the organizations 
that were formed by the HSS24 (cf. Dugac 2010:131–133), which proves 
the existing relation between HSS and SPH that systematically provided 
the rural area with education and thus complemented their activities. The 
ideas of SPH were realised faster and more comprehensively by the use of 
the film medium (cf. Urem 2015:95). The economic burden on the family, 
natural growth of the population and reduced mortality of infants achieved 
by better medical infrastructure resulted in rural overpopulation that in 
the 1930s burdened the life of the people in the whole country (cf. Bićanić 
22  Five years of social and health work in the Kingdom of SHS, TN
23  One of the methods employed by the then influential Croatian Peasant Party with the 
aim of including the village into the modern society as easily as possible was connected 
with the intense “cultural and educational activities of Seljačka sloga, organization of 
classes for the illiterate, lectures, starting church choirs, libraries, reading rooms and 
rural communities. In urban areas this appeal to the roots was especially reflected in 
the beginning of 1930s, when there was a literary movement focused on the Croatian 
village [...] and the expansion of social urban and rural topic in literary and art works. The 
original rural art expression was encouraged and studied, from folk art to the evaluation of 
traditional form of tools, customs and way of life” (Majcen 1996:130). 
24  Seljačka sloga and Gospodarska sloga.
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1940:147–148). Those who returned to the area after they had spent a long 
time working in another cultural and economic milieu had a great influence 
as well since they brought new, modern way of thinking and worldview, 
mostly radically different from the local rural tradition. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the mobility of the village population, social differentiation 
and hierarchy within the village, increase of commercialization and an 
increasing market-oriented economy of agricultural estates lead to the social 
process of change into a modern order. (cf. Grandits 2012:161–164). Village 
teachers had a great role; their activities implemented the national system 
of education in the village, completed the local and family acculturation 
and changed the rural and family standards of value. The activities of the 
School, whose significant part were their film products or programmes 
and projects that the employees of the School were undertaking within 
the programme of health education (with the goal of improving hygiene 
and health condition of wide layers of the society), can also be related to a 
wider and more complex process of modernization. The basic activity of the 
School was the study and education of the people, which greatly influenced 
the acceptance of the modern understanding of health and disease, defined 
by the dominant medical system of biomedicine and adequate concepts of 
the Western worldview that has been greatly accepted until this day25 (cf. 
Brenko et al. 2001:191–211; Brenko 2005:107). From all the methods of 
education, like publishing health and educational books, brochures and 
leaflets, giving lectures and classes, the central method of promotion was 
education26 via film, a new and attractive medium. 
In the 1920s the social relation to the science was changed as well, 
which could have been seen in great optimism and thrust in scientific 
accomplishments and the hope that it would solve many questions related 
25  The development of the precise rational and analytical methodology based on science 
and technology had a great role in discovering cure for a number of diseases that were 
considered to be untreatable (cf. Babel 2012:128).
26  Health education and health enlightenment were used as synonyms in the period 
between the wars, and terms health teaching and health propaganda were used with the 
same meaning, while the contemporary meaning of the phrase health education is much 
more narrow (cf. Dugac 2010:2).
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to public health and social problems. Science was given a significant role 
in the context of social progress and efficient health and social protection, 
which was to be available to all layers of the society, without exception (cf. 
Grmek 1958:94). The cooperation of the medical staff with the experts from 
other fields and the representatives of the local government was essential 
for achieving concrete results (Dugac 2005a:40). The slogan partner, 
but not patron was used to emphasize the importance of cooperation and 
active participation of those who were being educated, but also of the state 
on whose territory the programme was taking place (cf. Dugac 2005a:4). 
SPH took an important position in preventive public and health work 
and scientific education in Croatia and abroad. Social and medical ideas 
that were presented in the practice of SPH were completed through the 
presentation of good and bad examples of hygiene that were presented on 
film in rural areas (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:20). The Section of social medicine 
was one of the ten departments of the Hygiene Institute27 with the School of 
Public Health. It was very active in two aspects; lectures, posters, leaflets, 
films and exhibitions produced for the purposes of social medicine and 
education, and classes organized in the School of Public Health and in the 
villages (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:32). Within the Section of social medicine 
there were three Departments28, one of which was the Department for 
hygiene propaganda, whose task was to organise lectures with the help 
of their own education tools (books, brochures, leaflets, posters, films) 
(cf. ibid. 29). The School of Public Health had a wide range of activities, 
most popular of which were the films produced for the purposes of health 
education and classes that took place within the Rural University. Next 
to nurses, teachers and priests, sanitary and building engineers also had a 
great role in education, while experts from other professions participated 
in the process of creating and collecting health and advertising material: 
photographers and movie directors, cameramen and film editors, painters 
and illustrators, text writers, etc. (cf. Dugac 2010:38–41).
27  Hygiene Institute was the regional hygiene institution (cf. Zebec et al. 1997:20).
28  Other two departments of the Section of social medicine were the Department for the 
education of people and the Department for the study of folk pathology (cf. Zebec et al. 
1997:29).
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FROM GAVAZZI AND ŠTAMPAR TO ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM?
Comprehensive and serious research could not have been conducted 
in the 1940s, especially in the countries that were directly affected by 
the war. Investments in science were reduced to a minimum because the 
funds were redirected to military purposes and the film, as a relatively 
expensive method of work, was among the first that were left without the 
financial support of the state. Political situation was also extremely difficult. 
Nevertheless, SPH remained active during the war since recording was their 
basic activity for which they had available funds. Planned documentary 
films, whose function was primarily descriptive and informative, were 
made and the approach to the material was one of a travelogue or of health 
and education (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:43–44). 
After the war, in the beginning of 1950s, Gavazzi continued 
making short film records for the Ethnological Seminar. Four films were 
made, one of which was made by Gavazzi (O tatauiranju kod Banje 
Luke29, 1952) (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:51–52). In 1957 Gavazzi 
encouraged the foundation of the CIFE board30 (Comité international du 
film ethnographique / The International Committee on Ethnographic Films) 
for Yugoslavia, which became the 9th national board of CIFE (cf. Majcen 
1998b:166). As the president of the Yugoslav board of CIFE, Gavazzi was 
often invited to participate at various conferences of visual anthropology. 
Due to his engagement in many other scientific and professional areas, 
however, he did not devote enough time or attention to visual anthropology 
or ethnographic film in a theoretical sense, which is especially apparent in 
the lack of textual analysis of the mentioned sub-discipline. Nevertheless, 
according to the analysed materials, it is evident that he was informed 
about the works of numerous and then distinguished theoreticians of visual 
anthropology and ethnographic film (cf. Gotthardi-Pavlovsky 2009:61). 
There was still no study of the methods of ethnographic film records 
in our country, nor the institutionalizing or positioning of ethnographic 
29  On tattoo practices near Banja Luka, TN
30  The International Committee on Ethnographic Films (CIFE), founded by Jean Rouch 
in 1952. 
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film and visual anthropology as a sub discipline, in the form it took place in 
USA. There was also no adequate scientific production which focused on 
ethnographic film recording. There are two short texts by Milovan Gavazzi 
from the 1960s – Etnografski film, njegovo značenje i primjene31 (1964) in 
which ethnographic film is seen as a “scientific document”, whose value lies 
in the truthful recording of the phenomena that will thus remain recorded 
even when they cease to exist in the real life (cf. Gavazzi 1964:58 as cited 
in Ghottardi-Pavlovsky 2009:61). Gavazzi makes the distinction between 
ethnographic, i.e. factual film and ethnological, i.e. scientific film (Gavazzi 
1964:62). He develops this idea in the other text, published around twenty 
years later in Glasnik magazine of the Slovenian Ethnological Society – O 
nujnosti kategorizacije etnografsko-folklornih filmov32, where he makes a 
distinction between a documentary film, which presents a specific event, 
with no scientific purpose and document film, he sees as a “true scientific 
film, record done after a specific previous study and precise preparation of 
ethnographic and folklore content that is to be recorded” (similar criteria as 
that of Margaret Mead) and which is a sub category of research film. This 
document film would, in our case, be ethnographic and folklore document 
film (Gavazzi 1987:111–112), Gavazzi divides into: “1. Cinematographic 
and ethnographic folklore notes”, fragments that do not present the 
completed or whole versions of the content, “2. General monographic 
ethnographic and folklore films”, he further divides into “monographic 
local films” and “monographic theme films”, and “3. Comparative research 
ethnological films”, which consist of the selection of independent sequences 
from different films, monographic and film notes and which present and 
compare the same ethnographic and folklore material from different areas 
or people (ibid. 112–113).
Gavazzi was aware of the difference between film recording and 
expression. His idea of scientific research, however, was obviously based on 
the older concept that sees the teller and their culture as an object of research 
and does not comprehend the problem of the researcher’s interpretation of 
31  Ethnographic film, its meaning and application, TN
32  About the importance of categorization of ethnographic and folklore films, TN
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the other culture with the equivalents from their own culture so he uses film 
as an objective method of recording where the researcher has no need to 
show or explain their position. Gavazzi does not think about the distortions 
that are done to the recorded subject matter by the camera and the 
researcher, i.e. he does not take into account the fact as inevitable as a part 
of the specific method of recording. Although Gavazzi saw Flaherty’s and 
Rouch’s films, which he claimed to have encouraged him in his own film 
efforts (cf. Križnar 1992:189 as cited in Ghottardi-Pavlovsky 2009:62), he 
did not apply anything that was specific for them in his work. Among other 
things, Gavazzi claims to be self-taught in film recording because no one 
focused on it at its beginnings, “only professionals we had no connection 
with.” He also said that people used to welcome them cordially, regardless 
of the fact that they had a camera in their hand and that they were “partly 
prepared for the recording, which meant that our acquaintances at the 
village had prepared them” (HR-HDA-1029 [3]). This is a very important 
statement, by which Gavazzi confirms that the order of events that was 
to take place before the camera was arranged; prepared beforehand and 
constructed, which clearly shows that these films are not observational 
documentary films.
In his interview with Naško Križnar from 1991 he spoke about the 
film Jedan dan u turopoljskoj zadruzi33 (Chloupek, Gerasimov, 1933), 
reconstruction that was made within the photographic and film department 
of SPH. Gavazzi was allegedly present at the recording although he had had 
no duties. He said that it was an exceptional film that he had looked up to, 
although he knew that it was a reconstruction that was less appreciated in 
scientific circles, at least according to the strict rules made by IWF: 
“Back then there was nothing like that anymore. But the costume and 
gestures and speech (it was actually a silent film); it was all so nicely 
reconstructed so that it could have been used as a document.” 
To Križnar’s question of his opinion on reconstruction Gavazzi 
replied: 
33  One day in Turopolje village community, TN
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“If the reconstruction is completely truthful, which can be verified 
by ethnologists, sociologists and other assistants, it can be done. 
However, it has to be clearly stated in the film – reconstruction of… 
- it is important to indicate that it was a ‘set’ situation.” 
According to this answer we can conclude that Gavazzi’s ideas did 
not lag behind the ideas of his international colleagues (HR-HDA-1029 
[3]). The films of SPH were made as supplementary material used to 
promote the idea of social medicine to the inhabitants of rural and poor 
areas. In that context film was recognized as a cultural mediator and the 
way of communication between doctors and rural population. Next to 
health instructions it also contained social elements of the ambition to 
improve the material conditions of the village population by introducing 
the viewers to the way of life, ethnographic particularities and cultural 
monuments. The same films are today seen as the images of past times 
and they evoke different meaning that the one they had around 80 years 
ago. Multiple perspectives allow the realisation of different views of the 
film, but not taking clear positions or the one that are set beforehand and 
a priori. Therefore, the films of the School cannot be seen as the only and 
most accurate source of ethnographic data. In a contemporary context 
they represent only one of several possible images of a specific time, by 
presenting the then current political and economic situation, as well as 
the (power) relations between the village and the town. “Ethnographic 
film” is thus understood as the consequence of historical, political and 
cultural circumstances within which the films of SPH change their genre 
(from health and education to ethnographic film) and are given new 
interpretations, depending on the context within which they are observed 
and analysed again. In that perspective, we can observe the films of the 
SPH as the image that reflects the time that no longer exists, but which is 
close to the time when the films are made, as well as the one in which they 
become alive again. (cf. Urem 2015:55, 137, 179–80).
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TOWARDS THE CONCLUSION
Was there a professional cooperation between Milovan Gavazzi and 
Andrija Štampar? What was Gavazzi’s attitude towards the films of the 
School of Public Health and their authors? Gavazzi was a contemporary 
of Štampar and other associates of the School and had his own attitude 
on what ethnographic films or records should look like. According to the 
aforementioned and the fact that he took a positivist view on films, he was 
probably not too interested in the films of the School nor did he consider 
them to be relevant sources of ethnographic data. It is also possible that 
health and educational basis of the films did not attract Gavazzi’s interest. 
Although Gavazzi did not classify the films made by the School that had 
no health topic as ethnographic because they were set film scenes, neither 
scientific nor objective enough. Nevertheless, in the context of the film 
Jedan dan u turopljskoj zadruzi, as it was mentioned before, Križnar 
(cf. 1992:191) emphasizes that Gavazzi was very satisfied with the film 
and considered it to be an extremely successful reconstruction. Twenty 
seven years later, in 1960, he even sent the film to 2 Festival dei Popoli, 
festival of ethnographic film in Florence, where it won the Grand prix 
award (cf. Škrabalo1984:74–75). According to the studied material, there 
was no cooperation between Gavazzi and the employees of the School 
of Public Health34. Was the reason a different approach in making films? 
Unlike Gavazzi, the employees of the School often recorded films with 
a huge TV crew on the field. We can also ask ourselves how was it that 
Gavazzi was aware of the fact that he had to record alone. Ruby wrote 
about it around 40 years after Gavazzi’s beginnings with the film medium 
when he discussed the criteria that had to be fulfilled in recording an 
ethnographic film. In his criteria Ruby (2000:267) mentioned the one 
according to which we can call a film ethnographic if it was made by 
34  In the article Korespondencija Milovana Gavazzija u Hrvatskom državnom arhivu 
(Stipančević 2005) it is mentioned that Chloupek, Drago (1899–1963), doctor and film 
director, employee of the School of Public Health and the head of its Department for 
education and promotion, exchanged two letters with Milovan Gavazzi. The letters refer to 
the use of the fee received as the first award for the film Jedan dan u turopoljskoj zadruzi 
at the film festival Festival dei Popoli in Florence in 1959 (cf. HR-HDA-1029 [2]).
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an anthropologist or a person with a formal anthropological education. 
Gavazzi fulfilled the set scientific criteria in his approach the film and 
followed the world trends of the use of the film in science – on the one 
hand, the film that is recorded and collected for the services of saving 
ethnography and, on the other hand, a film that will distribute the saved 
knowledge through education. 
As it was already mentioned and has become apparent, ethnographic 
films were not only made by anthropologists, ethnologists and ethno-
cineastes35 but directors and documentary makers as well. However, it 
is questionable whether the supporters of Heider’s and Ruby’s visual 
anthropology would even classify the films made by those who were not 
anthropologists as ethnographic (cf. Borjan 2013:21–22). The problem of 
defining and classifying ethnographic film is obvious, i.e. the ephemerality, 
changeability and ambivalence of the definition considering the dominant 
theoretical paradigm. Gavazzi’s concept of the film as ethnological and its 
documentary value for the purposes of scientific research and presentation 
and Štampar’s use of the film as a means of health education are strikingly 
different. The point where the concepts, although different, do meet can be 
seen subsequently, in the time when the phrase ethnographic film is used 
as a self-explanatory concept. Historical, political, social and institutional 
frames of the production of Gavazzi’s and Štampar’s films point to the 
fact that the phrase ethnographic film should not be used lightly and 
uncritically. On the contrary, it has to be understood in the context and 
seen as an area where the terms film, documentary and ethnographic can 
be analysed. 
35  The term used by Etami Borjan (2013)
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